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1. How much of the syllabus was covered in the class?

89 responses

2. How well did the teachers prepare for the classes?

89 responses
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3. How well were the teachers able to communicate?

89 responses

4. The teacher’s approach to teaching can best be described as

89 responses

5. Fairness of the internal evaluation process by the teachers

89 responses
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Always effective
Sometimes effective
Just satisfactorily
Generally ineffective
Very poor communication

94.4%

Copy

Excellent
Very good
Good
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Poor

15.7%
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Usually unfair
Unfair
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6. Was your performance in assignments discussed with you?

89 responses

7. Teachers inform you about your expected competencies, course
outcomes and programme outcomes.

89 responses

8. The teachers illustrate the concepts through examples and
applications.

89 responses
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9. The teachers use student centric methods, such as experiential
learning, participative learning and problem solving methodologies for
enhancing learning experiences.

89 responses

10. Teachers encourage you to participate in extracurricular activities

89 responses

11. What percentage of teachers use ICT tools such as LCD projector,
Multimedia, etc. while teaching.

89 responses
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Copy
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12. Give three observation / suggestions to improve the overall teaching – learning
experience.

89 responses

Excellent

Good

None

No

Everything is fine...we want atul sir for next semester subject also

Module wise which books to be referred may expressly inform to student so as to get thorough
knowledge of subject.

Always excellent teaching....

Thorough knowledge of the subject, keep it up sir

Excellent and thoroughly researched teaching. Excellent ppts. No suggestions

Well qualified teachers

We covered all things in lectures. No need to add .
Thank you professor

Use of slides presentation can be helpful for understanding

Thank you so much

All in all a very good experience

No suggestions for atul Sir because his all lectures were excellent👍💯

NA

1. Maximum use of electronic devices
2. Teachers should be careful about
students problems
3. All is well
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Good learning throughout Semister

Use of LCD Projector

Very great professors
Teaching process is of next level
Better understand of every subject...
Thanks to all professors for their efforts 💐

It was really a great experience to attend Atul Sir's classes. He is very well organized and his
way of teaching is very effective.

Atul Sir is, very good professor with skill or enhance, encourage and develop legal skills in
students. He makes student think and solve cases before answering them which then gets
etched in the students mind forever. His approach is very different and helpful. He takes lots of
pains and efforts before executing the lecture in order to help students understand the
concept.

1. Atul sir is the best teacher of our college
2. Very helpful
3. Very honest

Teaching plan nicely executed, No suggestions.

Sir is very supportive and he encourage us in every situation

Sir is very supportive and very humble person

No added comment

Extraordinary exalant.very inspired

very good

No any

Always effective teaching

1. Multimedia, Interactive boards can be used in the classroom.
2. More visits to Courts.

Atul Sir is the best. His teaching is Excellent and therefore at least he must be given one
subject in each Semester to teach us. Thank You.
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Next semester sir please teach subject to us.Thank you sir

Overall good learning experience.. Thank you for a wonderful semester.

Atul Sir, is through professor with deep and wide subject knowledge, his explains the subject
with case studies and real time examples, he is blend of both strictness and politeness when it
come to explain any topic or when approached for help. He is very punctual and prompt on
passing each and every information to students. Thank you Atul Sir

Feel fortunate to have learned from you. its been so easy and thak you so much for all material
you provided. It been so easy to understand material. Thank you Sir.

The best teachers teach from the heart. Thank you for all that you do..💯

Very effective, Thanku very much sir

Notes should be provided. Take online test instead of presentation.

Atul sir is one of the best professor we have always prepared and ready help and has full
knowledge of the subject he teaches. Hope to see him in next semester as well.

You are amazing at what you do! Your passion and dedication is beyond words! Thank you so
much Sir

We have got very good teachers like Dr.Zarkar who explains very well and excellent concise
notes.Also Shri.Shinde Sir and Shri.Salim Shaikh Sir makes any concept simple by examples. I
request that we should get guidance from them even in next semester.

The teaching staff of our college is really taking efforts for every student

GOOD TEACHING METHOD

No suggestions,He is the best Teacher

Respected Sir,
1. Your method of teaching with appropriate study material is very much useful for us to
understand the topic/concept.
2. Request continue the same in next semester also.

1) I have observed that Sir used to give concept building examples
2) Sir has excellent knowledge of this subject
3) I had good learning learning experience

No suggestions for improvement is required as the teaching technique is extremely wonderful
and there is no doubt in the learning process as everything that is been taught by the teacher is
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successfully been understood.
Hoping that the future semester also runs as smoothly was this semester. Thank you for this
teaching-learning experience.

Best Teaching Staff

Atul Sir's method of teaching is great.

Great support given by teacher

I found your teaching to be the best among all the teachers. I would request you to use PPT,
multimedia and practical teaching types of methods, so that our learning would be better and
better. Moreover, instead of dictating the notes in class it will be really more beneficial if you
provide us the PDFs of the same notes. Thank you so much.

hopefully better teacher's education

Very cooperative & Knowledgeable person I ever met

Use of multimedia and electronic device.

Excellent work by teacher for teaching

Need to increase the students participation in the group discussion
Discussion on the previous year question paper

1. Discussing issues of recent cases or famous judgements so as to make subject more
connecting to the real life.
2. Assisting students in developing good communication and analytical skills so as to in line
with court etiquettes.
3. Making subject more practical rather than just theorotical by linking and dealing with
practical life and client

Needs to change teacher for family law 1 semester 1 LLB.

1)The teaching faculty is good
2)The teaching process is good
3)Infrastructure & other staff is also good

More usage of multimedia, LCD projector.
You are an excellent teacher ,well planned

Teachers to well behave with the students
Also to help us in previous year question papers discussion.
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Requesting to weightage on Hon’ble court cases based learning

1. Visual learning to be introduce if possible

A wonderful faculty

Teaching method is already so excellent and inspiring. We have the best learning experience.

Hybrid mode of teaching means classroom teaching as well as online teaching is beneficial for
students those are working. Otherwise, everything is good. The teaching faculty is doing a very
good job.

It's really excellent to teach even understand overall syllabus

Atul sir is an extremely experienced teacher , with excellent teaching skills

Interactive lectures

Excellent experience

Not as such any....

Overall: Good

Everything is excellent

Consistency in lecture
TEACHING SKILLS
PROCESS OF DECTATING IN CLASS WHILE TEACHING

Overall its good

Everything is perfect . Thank you for always cooperating us it really means a lot .m sending u
loads of good Vibes n blessings sir .

Interactive lectures
Clearing concepts more effectively
Guiding towards competitive exams
Elaborative explainations

Help of technology can be taken in teaching
More practical illustrations or experiments can be given while teaching

Overall good college and staff
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Teachers sharing the notes and syllabus over google classroom is well appreciated.

Teachers can use av rooms to explain the syllabus better
Teachers should take students on field visits
Teacher

No need for any suggestions, Atul Sir alredy know his reponsibilty. Specially I notice that he is
very loyal with Institue as well as Student. Sir behave very respectfully with Ladies Student.
Actuly that is not enough in respect to Sir. Very proud filling to being a student of Sir. Thank
you.
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